Relevance and economic feedback may be used to produce an ordering of documents that supports browsing in hypermedia and digital libraries. Document classification based on the Gray code provides paths through the entire collection, each path traversing each node in the set of documents exactly once. Systems organizing documents based on weighted and unweighted Gray codes are examined. Relevance feedback is used to conceptually organize the collection for an individual to browse, based on that individual's interests and information needs, as reflected by their relevance judgements and user supplied economic preferences. We apply Bayesian learning theory to estimating the characteristics of documents of interest to the user and supply an analytic model of browsing performance, based on minimizing the Expected Browsing Distance (EBD). Economic feedback may be used to change the ordering of documents to benefit the user. Using these techniques, a hypermedia or digital library may order any and all available documents, not just those examined, based on the information provided by the searcher or people with similar interests.
Introduction
As documents are increasingly written, edited, stored, and distributed electronically for eventual human use, the development of formally justified methods for structuring collections of documents becomes increasingly important. We propose here a model for digital library and hypermedia organization that is adaptive, providing different conceptual orderings to support browsing for different individuals or groups, given their different needs and interests. A classification model is proposed that treats different hypermedia links as different paths through the document space. Each classification system can be construed as a unique path through the set of documents, with each document being "visited" once on a complete traversal of the path. Since each classification system orders documents so that, for a given document, exactly one document is before and exactly one document is after the document, each path may be construed as a linear ordering, similar to the ordering obtained by arranging books on a single long shelf. An effective classification system places documents on similar topics adjacent to each other in this conceptual ordering, with an ineffective system (such as random ordering) placing dissimilar documents near each other. These paths may be learned empirically.
We refer below to any large organized and accessible collection of electronically represented media as a digital library. Both a small corporation's electronic archives and a large, organized collection of technical reports and associated multimedia examples distributed over several continents and accessible over the Internet are treated here as digital libraries (Fox, Akscyn, Furuta, & Leggett, 1995) . Somewhat differently, hypermedia systems have emphasized means by which text or media fragments may be organized or structured through the addition of links (Aboud, Chrisment, Razouk, Sedes, & SouleDupuy, 1993; Agosti, Melucci, & Crestani, 1995; Frisse, 1988; McKnight, Dillon, & Richardson, 1991; Nelson, 1995; Savoy, 1994) . Text fragments are linked together with paths that may be traversed by the end user. These systems simplify the movement from one media fragment to related fragments, given the user's needs. This organization and the linkages may be produced automatically with varying degrees of success. The relationships between links and browsing are most recently discussed in (Agosti et al., 1995; Frei & Stieger, 1995; Salminen, Tague-Sutcliffe, & McClellan, 1995) .
Digital libraries and hypermedia systems have much in common. Both provide the end user with access to electronic media, and there is an inherent organization present in both digital libraries and hypermedia documents or systems, although hypermedia is usually more explicitly organized. Hypermedia may be viewed as a set of media fragments that have multiple organizing principles, with each set of links representing an organizing principle. Digital libraries and hypermedia differ in many people's minds in that any library is assumed to contain multiple documents while hypermedia is often treated as a single document. However, both attempt to place fragments of media or text together in an organized fashion, allowing users to locate desired information and to support browsing through related material. We will treat hypermedia and digital libraries as similar for our study of organization, and believe that the practical distinction between the two will diminish in the future.
The phrases document, text fragment, and media fragment are used interchangeably in this paper. A hypermedia system may be viewed as containing a single large document or a set of smaller, linked documents. We assume that a document, text fragment, or media fragment may consist of multiple documents, text fragments, or media fragments, which, in turn, may be composed of other documents, etc. Thus, we may speak of a hypermedia system as containing a single document and also speak of the documents that are linked together within this particular hypermedia system. The term document is used here in a general sense and is intended to mean any form of expression at any level of granularity, whether it is textual, musical, aural, or visual. The optimal size of the smallest level of documents to be used for organizing, browsing, and retrieval purposes is still an open empirical question (Allan, 1995) .
Browsing and Classification
The practice of browsing through sets of documents is a well recognized method of locating information (Boll, 1985; Losee, 1993a) . Subject based searching such as this differs from "known item" searching in which the user tries to find a specific item. While qualitative and quantitative examinations of browsing behavior will prove beneficial, there has been little work done on the analytic modeling of the browsing process or on the development of adaptive classification systems that are optimized for any of a number of users. We provide a document ordering system which, combined with a measure of browsing performance, will enable us to suggest how we might begin to model browsing performance in a manner consistent with Bayesian considerations. This will enable us to model aspects of the behavior of a hypermedia system's user.
Library classification systems, such as the Dewey and Universal Decimal Classification systems and the Library of Congress Classification system, have long been used in grouping similar documents together in libraries. A linear classification system is proposed that has the capability to order existing media fragments for the display of related fragments, approximating many of the characteristics of hypermedia systems. Organization facilitates browsing, allowing users to find items of which they were unaware when they began the search (Baker, 1986; Boll, 1985; Cover & Walsh, 1988; Huestis, 1988; Losee, 1993b; Marchionini, 1987; Morse, 1970) .
We treat a document classification system as an ordering process applied to a series of text fragment representations in a single linear array. The text fragment or document is denoted as , with feature in document denoted as
The set of features used to represent a particular document is referred to as the document's profile, and any characteristic of the document or term occurrence is a feature that may be used for classification. Document ordering to support browsing may be based on the Gray code (Gilbert, 1958) , a coding system where the distance between adjacent representations produced by an enumeration differs by exactly one bit (Losee, 1992) . This ordering may be used to organize document collections (Losee, 1993a) or to emulate links in a hypermedia system or digital library.
A simple model of digital library or hypermedia structure is proposed below that provides a method of ordering documents consistent with non-economic considerations. We then develop an economic model, which can adapt the ordering of documents to the needs of each individual or group of users. Briefly, a set of document representations is ordered so that neighboring documents are highly "similar." The ordering assumes that there should not be large subject "jumps" between adjacent documents. Similarity of subject is computed using the value of document features, represented here by binary values indicating the presence or absence of a term or other characteristic in a document. For example, a document with only the first two features in the feature universe dog, cat, gerbil would be represented by 1, 1, 0 . A document with a similar set of features would then be placed adjacent to this document under an optimal structuring. This ordering may be applied to documents organized into a linear file of documents in the digital library or hypermedia system, allowing for browsing as in the traditional library. When one text fragment is placed on a screen for the end user, similar text fragments can be quickly placed in other windows on the screen without the system waiting for the user to request them. We have minimized the mathematical level of the presentation, providing references to material providing more formal mathematical explanations of some of the learning related procedures described here.
Organizing Documents for Hypermedia and Digital Libraries
The document ordering imposed by a classification system facilitates browsing through a collection. An individual browsing action involves making one movement to the predecessor or successor classification number from the classification number for the document location representing the user's current location. We may interpret this algebraically as counting through the sequence of classification numbers, or geometrically as traveling on a path through a subject space.
Traditional document organizing systems, like those used in most existing libraries, are single path systems, with books in the 000 classification area with the Dewey Decimal Classification system being general works to material in the 900s being historical. On the other hand, hypermedia allows and encourages the user to move in any of several different directions from any document fragment. Being able to categorize the types of information needs and different links used in moving from one location to another will prove useful in understanding how paths function and in allowing users to move on different paths based on different information needs.
A set of classification systems may be capable of organizing documents in different ways to support the different kinds of information needs that a user might have. We refer to this set as a multiple-path organization system (MPOS), a set of paths, each of which traverses each document in the system exactly once. Since each document has a document before it and after it, or conceptually to its left and to its right, the MPOS may be understood to provide a set of linear orderings for the documents. At any one time, a user is moving in one direction. Yet, the user may choose to wander somewhat, moving in different directions, and taking "side steps" as they progress. There will usually be multiple information needs, while at a single time, we assume that there is a single best need, assuming weak ordering of information needs. Any order representing when a user first examines a hypermedia fragment can be represented by a single path through the set of documents. An MPOS supports these multiple and varying information needs. A computer system may support multiple paths by linking together documents in one order for one path and one user and in another order for another path and for another user. The ability of computer systems to easily allow users to browse along any of these paths enables users to emulate the browsing found in hypermedia on a computer system.
Any single path through the document collection can be learned by a system capable of incorporating relevance or economic feedback provided by one or more users. For example, the path through a set of documents for one hypermedia researcher might be optimized so that documents addressing the nature and ordering of characteristics are brought together, while a better path for another researcher might bring together documents based on how they address semantic meaning, while others might want documents clustered together based on their coverage of "information need," etc. Formal methods exist for incorporating knowledge about what was previously successful into information retrieval systems, including information from multiple users (Bookstein, 1983; Raghaven & Sever, 1995) . Similar methods may be incorporated into adaptive classification systems. A system that can remember an individual or group's past feedback can order documents based on particular orientations or emphases, effectively providing a personalized ordering and path for each individual or for a group of users. Our system does this by learning the characteristics of relevant documents for each user or group of users, as well as the economic values of each user.
Thus, through the multiple orderings of documents based on different relevance feedback, we may study different paths through the document space produced by linear orderings of documents as representing hypermedia links.
Types of Links & Their Representation
An efficient hypermedia system may supply certain kinds of paths, that is, certain kinds of emphases, based on useful kinds of links and relationships between relevant documents. These links may be represented through the appropriate use of feature ordering and placement within a coding system for a linear document arrangement.
Links in hypermedia systems serve several purposes (DeRose, 1989) . Relational links connect single locations for a variety of purposes. These include providing annotations, information about the text itself, and connections between existing text fragments. Links such as these may be implemented using either of two approaches in a "linkless" system such as ours, where ordering brings documents together rather than through the explicit introduction of links providing information about logical adjacency. One is to add a new feature, which is only contained in the directly linked fragments. The second is to weight all features in common between the text fragments and, by reordering features, all text fragments containing these features become ordered closer together. For the purposes of linking, text fragment indexing representations are stored as binary vectors.
Another type of link, an inclusion link, connects a single location to several "target" locations. Sequential links require ordered target locations, including presentation as traditional linear text. Taxonomic links do not place the ordering requirement upon links. Representing such links may be implemented using a special group feature, containing a group of "regular" binary features of sufficient number to represent the data stored in the special group-feature. The "sub-features" within the groupfeature may be ordered by placing them in a counting order. This provides the ordering for group-feature values. By placing group-features to the left of the other features (most significant digit position), the required ordering for emulating sequential links may be obtained. Similarly, taxonomic links may be represented by a single feature common only to those linked fragments.
Intensional links are functionally based, providing links based upon the structure of a document and not primarily because of user implied individual links. For example, links might exist between terms and their dictionary definitions. Representing intensional links may be implemented with the addition of a feature, e.g. definition, which is placed as feature . This is because the cost of separating a fragment with the feature definition from another fragment, identical except for not having the feature definition, approaches . This feature indicates whether the fragment constitutes a definition of the other feature used in its representation. When fragments are ordered, those fragments which are identical except for the value of the added feature will be grouped together.
The probabilities and economic values of features may be learned through user supplied relevance feedback. For example, indicating that there is a link between fragments and implies that the user anticipates an economic benefit from the link existing and from the media fragments being displayed together, with a loss associated with separating the media fragments. Cost-based feedback can be saved as link templates, representing the information received from the user. This may be applied to the document or system at hand, as well as to future systems. By recording the relative costs of features, a template can be applied to other documents or systems, providing a customized ordering of text fragments or documents and thus screen displays that benefit the end user who produced the feedback, as well as other, future users of this and other documents. Some link feedback may be most simply represented by a series of conditional rules within an expert system because of the complexity of the feature arrangements, e.g. those requiring the creation and placement of new features.
Our method allows for text and related items to be displayed together without supplied links; essentially, it is linkless, bringing documents together through organizing rather than through explicit linking. Hypermedia allows numerous links between an active text fragment and other fragments. This can be emulated by our system, although the linkless system would find it both somewhat difficult and also error producing to link fragments and and not link fragments and , when fragments and have identical features and and have identical features. Another flaw of this linkless approach is that it assumes statistical feature independence of features. One may wish to assume explicitly that features are statistically dependent, or features that are statistically independent may be developed (Borko, 1985; Deerwester, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Harshman, 1990; Losee, 1989 Losee, , 1994 . A more elaborate model not making the assumption of statistical feature independence is possible, but more complex. It is possible for this linkless approach to closely mimic any traditional hypermedia system, but emulating some links may be inexact. Further empirical work on the large-scale use of hypermedia in production environments will allow a determination to be made about the exact quantity and quality of links used for various categories of documents. This would allow a precise comparison of the performance of traditional hypermedia and linkless systems.
This linkless method has several capabilities that would be difficult to implement in traditional hypermedia, although not impossible. Most important is the automatic incorporation of relevance or economic feedback into the model. The linkless system also has the ability to automatically link all fragments with each other, and thus provide default links for the user who has not provided feedback about the relationship, e.g., established links. This automatic organization, based on learning principles, may produce results that users find superior to conventional hypermedia systems because a single learning instance can be applied to many linking situations. Our method also allows for the introduction of feedback that can be applied to any document the user examines. This allows a user's preferences to be easily stored and then applied to any document that this user might wish to examine. This linkless model also provides an economic basis for links between documents or text fragments. It provides a generalization of some of the fundamental ideas underlying hypermedia, and allows for the simple introduction of these new functions into hypermedia systems. Further work on this linkless approach to hypermedia will examine means for incorporating feature dependencies into this model as well as comparing formal descriptions of this model with formal specifications of hypermedia.
Document Ordering & the Gray Code
Effective browsing through a set of ordered documents assumes that the ordering is based on subject relatedness or function, with specific topics being represented by features. The subject of text and media are assumed her to be representable by sets of features or characteristic attributes. Each text string occurrence or bibliographic characteristic may be a feature. All features are functional or subject bearing to some extent, indicating that the document is "about" a certain topic to some degree or in a certain way, often by containing identifying information useful for showing relations, e.g., documents may be grouped by similar institution of origin. Such features are useful in matching documents, such as in information retrieval, where documents are associated with a query, or as is done in hypermedia systems, where documents are "linked" based on a relationship between documents that is perceived to exist by the users and authors. For purposes here, features will be assumed to be binary and take one of the two values, or . Each features hold a position in a binary code, with the code or number's value being dependent on the value of each feature.
The Gray Code
One particular code, referred to as the Gray code, is useful when attempting to structure documents based on their characteristics. The binary Gray code provides a representation for each possible ordered 0  000  000  1  001  001  2  010  011  3  011  010  4  100  110  5  101  111  6  110  101  7 111 100 Table 1 : Decimal, traditional binary, and Gray code values for numbers from to .
Decimal Binary Gray Code
item such that there is only 1 character difference between the representation for an item and the representation for the next item (Hamming, 1986) . The Hamming distance between two individual binary representations for items is the number of features by which they differ (Losee, 1990) . For example, the Hamming distance between and is because the two representations differ in 2 positions, the second and the fourth. The Hamming distance is always between the Gray code representations of two numbers, where one number is the successor or predecessor of the other.
The dissimilarity between adjacent representations may be computed as the number of features by which the representations differ. This Hamming distance may be used in evaluating how similar are the documents ordered by a particular organizing principle. A related information theoretic measure of dissimilarity given by Losee (1992) may be used to determine the information theoretic difference between adjacent documents.
The Gray code may be viewed geometrically as providing a path taken over the surface of a unit cube in space connecting each vertex where each connection in the path is of length i.e., on an edge of the cube. A unit cube is a cube where the dimension along each axis allow for the two values and Every binary number of bits serves to represent a vertex on this cube, and conversely, each vertex on the dimensional unit cube represents one of the bit binary numbers.
The reflected Gray code representations (Conway, Sloane, & Wilks, 1989; Flores, 1956; Gilbert, 1958) are used in this research. The numbers from to are given in Table 1 . The pattern to this coding system may be seen by noting that a listing of a power of number of codewords such as this can be split into two equal portions, with the top half having a as the leftmost bit and the bottom half having a as the leftmost bit, assuming the same number of bits in numbers in both halves (Flores, 1956) . Note that a Gray code is transformationally equivalent to another code if one code can be changed to another by shuffles the bit positions, thus one may modify the reflected Gray code by moving positions around and still retain many of the characteristics of the original reflected Gray code.
One can convert a standard binary number into the Gray code by moving from the rightmost bit to the leftmost bit of the standard binary number, changing the value of a bit if the bit to its left is a . A number's representation in Gray code can be easily changed into a standard binary number, again while moving from right to left, by changing the value of a bit if the sum of the bits to its left is an odd number.
Document & Feature Ordering
An ordering procedure for representation can be implemented using the Gray code. Each profile is written as a number, with each position in the number representing a feature's value. Using the reflecting Gray code in Table 1, a document with profile would be placed before one with characteristics , because the former precedes the latter in value. Enumeration is accomplishing using a function that counts within the Gray code, denoted as that provides the Gray code for the value after Gray code representation , with similarly representing the predecessor of (Bitner, Ehrlich, & Reingold, 1976; Er, 1985; Ludman & Sampson, 1981) . The ability to count forward and backward from any point is necessary if we are to analytically model browsing performance (Losee, 1995) . In a traditional library, it is only necessary that the user (and book shelvers) know whether one book goes before or after another, if filing ordering is to be correct. Our analytic model imposes a more stringent requirement: that we be able to enumerate all possible classification values, something possible with some "paper" library classification systems but a function that does not have to be a part of such a classification system.
An examination of document subject distance and dissimilarity may begin with treating the distance or difference between two identical features as and the difference between two different features as . The expected dissimilarity between two documents for a given feature may be computed as the sum of the probabilities that feature has different values given random ordering, i.e.,
, where is the probability feature will have the value , indicating that the feature is present in the document. Expected distance reaches its maximum when . We assume that the expected dissimilarity between adjacent documents is measured as the sum of the expected dissimilarity between features.
Ordering features before placing them into the Gray code may help minimize the expected distance between documents (Losee, 1992) . Features may be placed in any order into the Gray code, that is, different features may be arbitrarily assigned to different number positions. However, the average expected dissimilarity, computed over a set of documents, is minimized if those features with the lowest expected dissimilarity are placed furthest to the right in the code. The features with the greatest expected dissimilarity are placed to the left. Consider a set of fragments in a universe of features: history and hypertext, the latter a less frequently occurring feature. By placing history to the left of hypertext, the average distance between adjacent documents is lower than would be obtained with the reverse ordering.
When counting in a binary number system, the rightmost bits "cycle" more frequently than bits to the left, resulting in a lower expected dissimilarity between adjacent documents than would be the case if the least probable features with the greatest expected dissimilarity were on the right side and cycled most frequently. When all features have low probabilities, they can be arranged from left to right in order of decreasing probability of occurrence, which is the same as ordering the features from left to right in decreasing order of their expected dissimilarity. However, in cases where some features have or might have probabilities over , ordering by decreasing expected dissimilarity, which is theoretically justified, will not produce the same ordering as ordering by decreasing probability. Most natural language terms occur in text with a probability of less than and similar low probabilities might be expected of most other features, suggesting that these features might be ordered safely by decreasing probability.
Browsing Performance with Organized Documents
Studies of the performance of hypermedia and browsing systems may use many of the ideas developed for the study of information retrieval performance. Retrieval systems are often evaluated using any of a number of measures based on the notion of "relevant" documents, with numerous definitions having been proposed (Salton & McGill, 1983) . While the concept of relevance has recently come under attack, we assume here that relevant documents are those documents in which the user expresses interest, the user chooses to examine, the document produces a particular physiological response, or any other behavioral or physiological criteria, which we assume is interpreted as relevant if it exceeds a certain threshold. An adaptive system can learn to discriminate between two categories based upon any set of criteria, with the quality of the discrimination depending on the differing rates with which features occur in items of the two categories. We quite consciously avoid entering the debate about the exact nature of relevance; its exact definition appears to be irrelevant to the analytic models described here, as long as we learn how to discriminate in such a way that it learns the characteristics of the two sets of items.
The performance of a digital library or hypermedia system may be defined in terms of the ability of the system to produce together documents or text fragments that are "relevant" to the end user. These systems make available to the searcher a set of documents which the user may choose to examine. The ability of the system to support this browsing behavior will be integral to the effectiveness of the system and may be measured by the number of documents that one needs to examine to get to a document is the browsing distance for that particular document. We measure the browsing distance by counting the number of documents or text fragments that we examine in moving from the starting point to the document in question
The Expected Browsing Distance (EBD) is the number of documents that the user is expected to "browse by" in examining a relevant document. This is based on the average position for a relevant document. If all and only the relevant documents are in category and browsing begins in the middle of this category, the EBD is computed as two times the average distance one would go from the center toward an end of this category, thus If one were modeling a patron walking through the stacks of a paper library, the patron would likely retrace their steps one or more times if they started at the center of category The EBD does not take retracing into account, instead representing the average number of documents that would be displayed in moving toward the average positioned relevant document, with two pointers allowing us to look at the document in the middle, then the document to the left of the middle document, then the document to the right of the middle document, then the document to the left of the leftmost examined document, etc. While the EBD is likely a realistic model of electronic document retrieval, it is at best monotonic with the number of footsteps a human user would probably make browsing through a paper or book collection. The analytic measure thus serves as a guide in helping us understand what affects browsing and predict relative degrees of performance.
Computing the Expected Browsing Distance
The EBD for a given segment is based on weighting the mean position of the set of documents with identical characteristics and the probability that a relevant document is in this segment, providing a weighting of the proportion of documents at the center of each segment. These weighted values are then combined and multiplied by the number of documents in the database. Note that we treat the starting category, as two, equally sized categories, one to the right or "up" (+) side of the middle of and one to the left or down side (-) of the middle.
(1)
The values are document profiles and are incremented or decremented, depending on whether the up or down variable ( ) is "+" or "-", using the successor and predecessor functions to move from one Gray code value to the next value in either direction. The inner sum is computed in each direction (ud represents the up or down variable) starting from the middle position of while in each direction. The lowest distance function provides the shortest distance from the middle of the middle of the starting information need's representation, to the start of the sum of the probabilities of the components encountered so far browsing in this direction.
is a document with profile assuming that there is a single document with profile while in cases where there is more than a single document with profile it will simplify notation to denote the set of documents also as To avoid this problem, we assume that there is a single document with each profile unless otherwise stated, although the extension beyond this is relatively simple. The function is the minimum of and represents the number of documents in the database.
A Single Term Example
As a simple example, let us consider the case where we have a single term or feature in our document representations and that this term is representative (and thus "about") our information need. Let us assume that the unconditional probability that a document is represented by this term is and is set to here. Assume that relevant documents are evenly spread through the document space so that , and that there are 100 documents. To compute the EBD, we will start at the middle of the first group of half of the documents with the term, finding the midpoint for this at with the probability that a relevant document has this profile of . Continuing to the documents with frequency of , we find that the mid point here is which is multiplied by the probability that a relevant document has this profile,
Combining the values from both the positive and negative directions gives us
Multiplied by the number of documents gives us the EBD of documents. This is what one might expect since the relevant documents are randomly spread throughout the collection.
If, instead, , We can thus see how increasing the rate at which relevant documents are found in the segment in which we start searching decreases the EBD, improving the browsing performance.
Browsing Performance with Two Features
Classifying documents with two (or more) features may be viewed as providing a cyclic path passing through all the classification values, providing a browsing order for patrons. For example, using two features in a Gray code based classification system produces a ring of documents with sets of features
The sign in this diagram represents the direction one moves when starting at and counts upward, while count downward from this point moves in the direction.
The conditionally independent probability of , given that a document is relevant and has components and as More generally,
The EBD then becomes (3) where the value for characteristic for the set of documents with profile is denoted Computing the EBD assuming that the user starts from the middle of the position produces the performance surface (Losee, 1996) shown in Figure 1 , where the probabilities that the feature on the left and right, and are varied from a value near to a value near We limit ourselves to two features for our figures illustrating the EBD. Figure 1 shows the EBD being lowest for high values of and low values for
We illustrate the performance of the classification system by graphing the EBD compared to others over a range for certain factors. Software producing these graphs was written in Mathematica We find that with the probabilities of each profile is held by one quarter of the documents. As we start our search in documents with the left characteristic but without the right characteristic, we note that as goes up, increasing the density of relevant documents in this initial set of browsed documents, the EBD decreases. Using a similar logic, as the proportion of documents with a in the rightmost character that are relevant increases, this forces the user to browse further, since none of these documents are in the starting set, ultimately increasing the EBD.
The best performance is obtained for high values of and low values of Given these best-case values, starting in the middle of places one in the middle of a pool of relevant documents, with the pool of documents away from this classification value having few relevant documents to raise the EBD value. Having a large number of documents near the starting point and few away from the starting point produces a low EBD. Figure 2 shows what happens when and and are varied from near to near and the starting point is in the middle of
We note that as increases, that is, the proportion of documents containing the left term increases, performance drops, except where is high and the performance actually increases for very high The EBD increases (worsens) faster when increases If is low, it becomes easy to get to the other documents (note that the starting point is with the left feature being ). The EBD is then dominated by the effects due to
The starting point for a search does affect the performance of the browser. The data shown in Figure 3 shows a significant change in the relationship between EBD and the values of and for the starting point of There is no difference between the probabilities used in producing this figure and the probabilities used in producing Figure 2 , with the search for the latter starting at , while the search in Figure 3 shows search starting at . This figure is symmetric. A digital library or hypermedia system may provide some support to the user by showing how the different starting points result in differing levels of performance. For example, Figure 4 provides the performance surfaces for the two different starting points:
(with the larger openings in the mesh) and (with the smaller openings in the mesh.) We can see that for the range of values where the performance with the starting point of is superior to that obtained with the starting point of
Conversely, when the user should begin searching at rather than at A system with the capability to determine optimal starting points, based on user probabilities, can place users at the optimal starting points to initiate browsing, possibly using a statement of user preferences or interests for a given browsing action (a query).
Adaptive Classification
At any given time, the user and the system might be expected to have perfect knowledge about the unconditional probabilities that a document would have a particular set of characteristics, assuming the 0.8 pl features may be treated as being statistically independent. These probabilities are query or information need independent and are the same for all users. They may be calculated simply based on term frequencies in the database. However, the knowledge we might have at a given point in time about the probability that a particular set of features is found in relevant documents is only partially known. It may be modeled through use of the beta distribution, a conjugate prior for the binary likelihood distribution (Pratt, Raiffa, & Schlaifer, 1995) . This distribution represents our knowledge about the probabilities concerning relevant documents ( ) and are formally modified to incorporate relevance feedback, reflecting any new knowledge that becomes available about the relevant documents. The beta distribution is rather robust and, while it is not expected to perfectly describe the data, its use as a conjugate prior commonly introduces only a small amount of error (Weiler, 1965) .
These probabilities may be used to order features and to accurately predict browsing performance. Features should be ordered from left to right based on decreasing expected information dissimilarity, and increased knowledge about the probabilities of the relevant documents allows the system to order documents so that the relevant documents are arranged in the best possible path, given the knowledge available.
Beta Distribution
The beta distribution may be used to represent our knowledge about the value of a parameter such as . Four beta distributions are shown in Figure 5 . Each may serve as a representation of what we know about by indicating our knowledge about the probability that is any of the values in the range from to All have a mean of but as more becomes known about and the parameter values increase, the variance of the distribution decreases.
The mean of the beta distribution, given parameters and is
For notational simplicity, and Conceptually, the components ( ) represent the number of relevant documents with the feature and the components ( ) the number of relevant documents without the feature. The lower case "primed" components represent numbers of documents with or without the feature in the feedback set, while the unprimed lower case components represent the number of documents in a set of conceptual documents representing our initial or prior knowledge before browsing begins and before any feedback occurs. The upper case variables represent the sum of the corresponding lower case variables, and are thus the combined number of documents from our prior knowledge and from the relevance feedback. Specifically, ( , respectively) may represent the conceptual number of relevant documents with (without) the feature before beginning to browse. These parameters represent our prior knowledge or estimate of what we expected to be like, based on all available information other than the documents themselves. After examining some documents, represents the number of relevant documents with the feature that are examined and the number of relevant documents without the feature that are examined. Figure 5 shows different beta distributions with the and parameters set as shown, so that the estimate of is in each case. When the probability that is described by the binary distribution, , where is used to represent and where is estimated as for the and components for the appropriate term, then (5) Using this formula in estimating by using prior knowledge and relevance feedback, we may estimate the performance of the browser as (6) 20,20 8,8 3,3 where is the number of conceptual and actual relevant documents retrieved with feature and the number of conceptual and actual relevant documents retrieved without feature
In realistic systems, the system can supply accurate values, while the values are dependent upon each particular user's notions of relevance and information needs. If the estimation of probabilities for such classification systems is similar to the estimation needs of retrieval systems, it is likely best to estimate the parameter for terms "of interest" to the end user so that is the proportion of relevant documents having the term times the value selected for and is selected so that it represents the strength of evidence such as would be obtained from the amount of knowledge from one or two documents (Losee, 1988) . As one learns the characteristics of relevant documents, the EBD becomes more accurate. Before much learning takes place, the EBD is based on initial estimates of the probabilities that a document has a specific set of characteristics given that it is relevant.
The confidence we have in the EBD is directly related to the variance of the beta distributions representing our knowledge about the characteristics of the relevant documents. As relevance feedback becomes available about the information needs of the browser, more knowledge is present about the values of and the variance of the beta distributions decreases, decreasing the variance of the EBD. If the probability is beta distributed, then the variance of EBD is proportional to the sum of the variances of the beta distributions (ignoring multipliers that remain constant) for the individual terms.
The variance for the beta distribution is (7) As Figure 5 shows, as and both increase, the variance decreases. It is also the case that as either variable increases, the variance will decrease. The variance for the expected browsing distance is the sum of the variances for the individual probabilities times distance factors, and each of these is, in turn, the variance of the probabilistic distribution times a factor related to the distance component. As we learn more about an individual probability describing the probability that a relevant document has profile , the variance of the EBD will decrease.
Methods for incorporating relevance feedback into an adaptive ordering system supporting browsing may take different forms. The adaptive technique described above is one such system and, we believe, the best purely probabilistic means of incorporating relevance feedback into the ordering process. It may also serve as the basis for ordering features by decreasing the expected dissimilarity of the features of relevant documents, bringing relevant documents together in a desirable way. Another approach may explicitly make economic assumptions and try to minimize costs.
An Economic Model for Document Ordering
As the similarity between adjacent documents or documents "close" together increases, the economic loss due to documents being separated because of the ordering or classification system will decrease. A digital library or hypermedia system incorporating Gray code based document ordering system will experience smaller economic losses for the user than would be experienced using other ordering schemes. An ideal classification system would incorporate both the economic feedback discussed below and relevance feedback concerning the probabilities, placing relevant documents as close to each other as is feasible, given the assumptions of the model.
There is a cost or economic loss associated with having documents on the same subject at some distance from each other or, conversely, from having documents on dissimilar subjects adjacent to each other. Informally, a cost, denoted by , is associated with features having different values in documents that are located less than an arbitrarily chosen distance apart. For purposes here, these costs will be assigned to features in documents that are adjacent and have different values for the features. Thus, for a given feature, the cost or economic loss of having a for that feature value in the first document and a for that feature in an adjacent, second fragment, is denoted as with a similar cost, , for the first document having a value of and the second document having a value of .
The expected cost of dissimilarity of feature , having a different value in one randomly selected document than in a second randomly selected adjacent document, is (8) the product of the expected dissimilarity and the cost associated with that expected dissimilarity, where is the probability that feature has the value in the database of documents. It is here assumed that and equal . For notational simplicity, the sum of costs is referred to as for feature . The expected cost of the difference between two immediately adjacent documents due to feature is equal to (9)
We refer to " " values when it is not necessary to refer to a specific feature. The cost of placing documents and immediately adjacent to each other, each with binary features, denoted as for document , with similar notation for document , is
assuming that features may be treated independently. This is the sum of costs for features which differ in value between documents and . Documents are ordered so that the expected costs associated with an ordering of documents are made relatively small. This may be done through the ordering of features. Those features with the lowest values are placed furthest to the right in the number representing the document's characteristics. If other feature values in the document are identical, the documents with only the rightmost bit in the representation being different will be adjacent.
Features with higher expected cost of dissimilarities or values, on the other hand, will be placed on the left side of the "number" representing the fragment. All fragments having this feature will be grouped together and those fragments without this feature will be grouped together. The cost or loss associated with separating such features is minimized by placing them on the left, thus grouping the documents with the feature together.
An Example of Economic Feedback
An example of the way in which economic feedback may be incorporated is as follows. Our digital library is initialized under the assumption that all variables used in ordering have equal economic worth, or equal costs, here arbitrarily treated as unit of cost. This initialized system orders features and then orders documents based solely on the probabilities of features occurring. In this instance, this is the same as ordering the features by the expected cost of the distance between adjacent documents.
A sample set of four features, through , as well as six documents, through , are provided in Table 2 . Unsubscripted letters are used for features here for notational simplicity. The rarest feature, , is on the right or least significant end while the most common feature, , is on the left. Sorting the features in descending order by the values in the Table orders these features as they would be found if they were sorted by probability alone.
Consider document to be relevant to the needs of someone browsing through the document system. When document is judged relevant by the user, the two neighboring documents are the next documents encountered when browsing. The cost of a document being adjacent to document is given at the right in Table 2 . The two documents made available to a browser when is judged relevant are those whose examination would result in the least cost to the user.
Assume now that the user has decided that document and are relevant to the same information need or topic. It is thus desirable to make documents like and adjacent. To do this, the cost associated with a feature with different values in documents and must be decreased. This results in a relative increase in the cost factor for features with identical values in the two adjacent and topically similar documents, and . As an example, a system might use the following ad hoc rule to integrate economic feedback: The cost of previously equal-valued features increases because these features now have a greater "need" to be together for successful ordering and the cost of their separation has increased due to feedback. More formally, the increase in cost represents an increased loss associated with the presence of dissimilar feature values in adjacent documents. Documents and have features and in common. Thus, the costs for and change from to . When the features are rearranged in order of decreasing , they appear as in Table 3 .
Let us assume that after ordering and , documents with are judged to be relevant to similar information needs. Because these two fragments have values for features , , and in common, the prior costs are multiplied by , resulting in the feature values given in Table 4 .
Economic feedback may be used to learn the characteristics of relevant documents through relevant feedback. By reordering features, which has the effect of decreasing the cost associated with separating documents, the cost of an ordering system is decreased. An ideal organizing system consistent with the concerns of a classification system incorporating relevance feedback needs to be able to accurately learn probabilities, as we developed in an earlier section, and the ability to learn what should be placed together, to be used to reorder features, as was done with the economic feedback discussed in this section. 
Discussion and Conclusion
Documents in hypermedia systems and digital libraries may be automatically organized by using the Gray code to classify and order the documents. Implementing multiple orderings allows the system to emulate hypermedia links, with each ordering, representing a link or type of link, based on a particular type of information need. Users navigating through a digital library or hypermedia organized with this code may browse, moving from one document to another in the search for relevant documents of interest. As a user's needs change, they may be seen as moving from one classification scheme or ordering to another, making different adjacent documents become those that will next be examined by a browser. This ordering by the Gray code was earlier argued to be optimal when features are ordered from left to right by decreasing expected dissimilarity. Classification features may be reordered to produce these decreasing values, optimizing the classification for a given set of probabilities. Using Bayesian methods, the expected browsing distance may be estimated with increasing accuracy as relevance feedback provides information about the probabilities used in the estimation process. Using these more accurate probabilities, we may also reorder features when the expected dissimilarity for relevant documents is not in the recommended decreasing order from features on the left to features on the right. The performance gained with reordering, based on relevance feedback, will be the subject of future study. Hypermedia systems provide links by which users may access various parts of documents or whole documents. The links themselves represent interests or relationships that the user sees in the linked documents. Our adaptive model provides an economic basis for understanding the associations between documents. It provides a generalization of some of the fundamental ideas underlying hypermedia systems and allows for the simple introduction of these new functions into document systems that support the browsing interests of users.
The performance of a searcher using a browsing system may be studied by measuring the expected browsing distance, the number of documents examined when browsing toward the average relevant document. The expected browsing distance may be estimated based on the number of documents with each profile, as well as any relevance feedback available concerning the characteristics of relevant documents.
By modeling browsing, we are able to begin to understand and predict hypermedia and digital library performance based on how document fragments are organized and accessed. We use an ordering principle that places very similar documents adjacent to each other, providing the same sort of clustering of related documents that is provided by hypermedia links. This linkless system is adaptive and can be constructed automatically, given relevance feedback provided by the end user.
Future studies will need to examine means for incorporating feature dependencies into this model as well as comparing formal descriptions of this model with formal specifications of hypermedia systems. These will likely be based on combinatoric models of paths and feature occurrences in strings (Savage & Winkler, 1995; Savage, Squire, & West, 1993; Squire, 1995; Zeilberger, 1987) . Use of new methods may well produce classification systems far superior to those produced by humans.
